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Abstract 
We prove that for positive integers n and k and a positive ven integer m, the odd integer set 
{1,3,5 . . . . .  2n - l}  contains k disjoint subsets having a constant sum m if and only if 
4k<~m<~n2/k, n2 -mk#2 and either m#4n-2  or n#4k. 
1. Introduction 
The following theorem was obtained by Ando et al. [2]. 
Theorem A. Let n, m and k be positive integers. Then the integer set {1, 2 . . . . .  n} contains 
k disjoint subsets A1, A2 . . . . .  Ak such that the sum of all elements of each Ai is equal to 
m if and only if 
n(n + 1) 
2k-  l <~m<~ - -  
2k 
The following conjecture is also given by [2]. 
Conjecture. Let n,m and k be positive integers. Then the odd integer set 
{1, 3 . . . . .  2n -  1} contains k disjoint subsets having a constant sum m if and only if one 
of the following two condit ions hold: 
(ca) m is even, 4k<<.m<~n2/k, n2 -mk¢2 and either n#4k or m: / :16k-2 .  
(cb) m is odd, and either 9 (k -1 )~<m~<2n-1  or 9k<~m<<.n2/k and nZ-mk~2.  
In this paper we shall prove Conjecture (ca). First, we give an example. Let n = 12, 
m=38 and k=3.  Then n,m and k satisfy the condit ions of (ca), and the set 
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{1, 3, 5 . . . . .  23} contains three disjoint subsets A~ = {1, 7, 9, 21}, A2 = {3, 5, 11, 19} and 
A3={15,23} with sum 38. Note that Fu and Hu [4] has recently proved 
Conjecture (cb). 
We can consider the following general problem. Let A be a finite set of integers, and 
too, m~ . . . . .  mk be positive integers such that 
x=mo+m~ +. . .+mk.  
xEA 
Under what conditions can we partition A into disjoint subsets Ao, A a . . . . .  Ak 
such that 
x=mi  for all i, O<~i<~k? 
xEAi 
In Theorem A, A = { 1, 2 . . . . .  n }, m 1 . . . . .  mR = m and mo = n (n + 1 )/2 - (m 1 + "'" + ink). 
In our present theorem, we deal with the case that A={1,3 , . . . ,2n - -1} ,  
ml =m2 . . . . .  mk=m and mo=n2- (m~ + ... +ink). In particular, it may be interest- 
ing to find sufficient conditions for a set A={a,a+d,a+2d . . . . .  a+(n-1)d}  to be 
partit ioned into disjoint subsets Ao, A1 . . . . .  A k such that 
x=m foral l  i, l <~i<~k. 
xEAi 
Moreover, the following conjecture is proposed by Eli and [3]. 
Conjecture. Let ml, 0 ~< i ~< k, be integers such that n < mo ~< ml ~< .-. ~< mk ~< 2n-  2 and 
too+ ... +mk=n(n+ 1)/2. Then {1,2 . . . . .  n} can be partit ioned into k+ 1 subsets with 
sum mi, O <~ i <~ k. 
2. The result 
In this section, we shall prove the following stronger theorem, which contains 
Conjecture (ca) as a corollary. 
Theorem. Let n and k be positive integers and m be a positive even integer. Then the 
following two statements hold: 
(a) {1,3 . . . . .  2n -1}  contains k disjoint subsets with sum m if and only if 
(i) 4k <~m<~n2/k; (ii) nE-mk ~ 2; and (iii) n#4k or m:~16k-2 .  
(b) {1,3 . . . . .  2n - l}  contains k+l  disjoint subsets Aa . . . . .  Ak each with sum m and 
B with sum m/2 if and only if(iv) either m-0(mod4)  and 4k+8<~m<~2n2/(2k+ l) 
or m-2(mod4)  and 4k+2<~m<~2nE/(2k+l); (v) nE- (2k+l )m/2¢2;  and 
(vi) ng :4k+3 or m~16k=14.  
Proof. We first prove the necessity of statement (a). Suppose that {1,3 . . . . .  2n -1}  
contains k disjoint subsets AI, A2 . . . . .  A k having the constant sum m. Since m is even, 
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each Ai contains at least two elements, and so IA1u..-wAkl>>-2k. Thus we have 
k 
ink= ~ ~ x>~l+3+. . .+(4k -1)=4k  2. 
i=1  xe Ai 
Therefore, m>~4k. On the other hand, we have mk<~ 1+3 + . - -+(2n-1)=n 2, and so 
m <~ n2/k. 
Assume n 2 -mk = 2. Then 
k 
n2-mk=l+3+. . .+(2n-1) -  ~ ~. x=2.  
i= l  xEAi 
This is impossible. Hence, if n2-mk=2,  then {1,3 . . . . .  2n - l}  does not contain 
k disjoint subsets with sum m. 
We next assume that n=4k and m=16k-2 .  Since (2n-1)+(2n-3)<m, each 
Ai contains at least four elements, and so I A1 ~.- .  uAk[~> 4k. Thus, 
k 
mk= E ~ x>~l+3+" '+(8k-1)  =16k2. 
i= i  x~Ai 
Hence m >~ 16k. This contradicts m = 16k-  2. Therefore, if n = 4k and m = 16k-  2, then 
we cannot obtain k disjoint subsets with sum m from { 1, 3 . . . . .  2n -1  }. 
We next prove the necessity of (b). Suppose that { 1, 3 . . . . .  2n -1}  contains k + 1 
disjoint subsets A1 . . . . .  Ak each with sum 'm and B with sum m/2. Since 
k 
m 
(2k+l )2 - :E  E x+Ex<~l+3+'"+(2n-1)=n2 '  
i=1  x~A~ xeB 
we have m<~2n2/(2k+l). If m=0(mod4) ,  then IAlw.. .~AkwBl>~2k+2 as m/2 is 
even, and so (2k+l)m/2>~l+3+. . .+(4k+3)=4(k+l)  2. Thus rn~>4k+8. If 
m-=2(mod4),  then IA l~. . .~AkuB[>~2k+l and so (2k+l)m/2>~(2k+l) 2. Hence 
m>~4k+2. Suppose that n=4k+3 and m= 16k+ 14. Since m>(2n-3)+(2n-1)  and 
m/2>2n-  1, we have IA1u . . -~AkwB[>~4k+3. Thus (2k+ 1)m/2>>,(4k+3)2=n . On 
the other hand, we have (2k + 1)m/2 =(2k+ 1)(Sk + 7)< n 2, which is a contradiction. 
We now prove the sufficiency by induction on n. It is easy to see that the 
theorem holds if n~<5. Hence we may assume n~>6. Since 4k<~m<~n2/k or
4k+2<~m<,N2n2/(2k+ 1), we have 
2k<~n or 2k+l~n.  
We consider four cases. 
Case 1. (a) withm>~4n. Let Ba={2n- - l ,2n - -4k+ 1} ,Bz={2n-3 ,2n-4k+3}(  .... 
Bk={2n-2k+l ,2n-2k -1} ,  and let n '=n-2k  and m'=m-4n+4k.  Then 
4k <~ m' <~ n' Z / k and n ' 2 - m' k # 2 since m/> 4n and n z -mk = n ' 2 - m' k >~ O. If n' = 4k and 
m' = 16k - 2, then n = 6k and m = 36k-2 .  Hence, if n ¢ 6k or m # 36k - 2, then n', m' and 
k satisfy (i)-(iii), and so {1, 3 . . . . .  2n ' -1}  contains k disjoint subsets C1 . . . . .  Ck with 
sum m' by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, we obtain k disjoint subsets 
BI uC1 .. . . .  Bk~Ck of { 1, 3 . . . . .  2n-- 1 } with sum m. If n = 6k and m = 36k-  2, then the 
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following k disjoint subsets have the constant sum m: 
A l={3,4k -5 ,  6k -3 ,  6k+l ,  8k+3,  12k- l} ,  
A2={5, 4k -7 ,  6k -5 ,  6k+3,  8k+5,  12k-3},  
Ak_3~-  2k-5 ,  2k+3,  4k+5,  8k -7 ,  10k-5 ,  10k+7}, 
Ak_2= 2k--3, 2k+l ,4k+3,  8k -5 ,  10k-3 ,  10k+5}, 
Ak_l= 8k-3 ,8k -1 ,  10k- l ,  10k+3}, 
Ak={4k-3 ,  4k- l ,  4k+l ,  8k+l ,  6k - l ,  10k+ l}, 
where A~w ... WAk= (1, 3 . . . . .  2n-- 1}\{ 1, 2k-- 1}. 
Case 2. (a) with m<4n. If m<2n-1  then we can get the desired subsets 
A l={1,  rn--1}, A2={3, m--3} . . . . .  Ak={2k- l ,m-2k+l  } as 4k<~m. Thus we may 
assume 2n ~< m. 
Suppose that m = 0 (mod 4). Let t = n -  (m/4) ~> 1 and A 1 = {m-- 2n + 1, 2n -  1 ~ . . . . .  
At=(m--2n+2t--1,2n--2t+ 1}. If t>>.k, then we can get k disjoint subsets with sum 
m, and so we may assume t<~k-1 (i.e. m>~4n-4k+4). Then n'=n--2t, m and 
k '=k- t  satisfy (i)-(iii) since n'2-mk'=n2-mk>~O and m=0(mod4) .  Hence 
{1, 3 . . . . .  2n ' -  1} contains k' disjoint subsets At+ 1 . . . . .  Ak with sum m by the induction 
hypothesis. Therefore, (1 3 . . . . .  2n -1}  contains k disjoint subsets At . . . . .  Ak with 
sum m. 
Next suppose that m-2(mod4) .  Let t=n-(m+2)/4>~O and A~={m-2n+l ,  
2n - 1 } . . . . .  At = {m-  2n + 2t -  1,2n - 2t + 1 }. Note that if t/> 1 then m-  2n + 2t + 1 = 
2n-2t - l=m/2  and Axu. . .wA,={2n- -2 t+ l  . . . . .  2n--1}\{m/2}, and if t=0 then 
2n-  1 = m/2. Again we may assume t ~< k - 1 (i.e. m/> 4n-  4k + 2). Then n' = n - 2 t -  1, 
m and k '= k -  t -  1 satisfy (iv) and (v) in statement (b) since n '2 - (2k '  + 1)m/2 = n 2 -  mk 
and m~>4k'+2. Moreover, if n '=4k '+3 and m=16k '+14,  then we have 
m=4n'+2=2(m-2n)+2,  m=4n-2 ,  t=0,  n=4k and m=16k-2 ,  which contradict 
(iii). Hence, n',m and k' also satisfy (vi). Therefore, {1, 3 . . . . .  2n ' -1}  contains k '+  1 
disjoint subsets At+ ~ .. . . .  Ak-~ and B with sum m and m/2 by the induction hypothe- 
sis. Consequently, {1, 3 . . . . .  2n -  1} contains k disjoint subsets A~,.. :, Ak- ~, Bw (m/2} 
with sum m. 
Case 3. (b)wi th  m>~4n. Let C~={2n- l ,2n -4k -1} ,  C2={2n-3 ,2n-4n  - 
4k + 1 },. . . ,  Ck = { 2n -- 2k + 1, 2n-- 2k -  3} and E = { 2n - 2k -  1 }. Then n' = n - 2k -  1, 
m' = m - 4n + 4k + 2 and k satisfy (iv) and (v) since n '2 - (2k + 1)m'/2 = n 2 - (2k + 1)m/2. 
Moreover, if n '=4k+3 and m'= 16k+ 14, then n=6k+4 and m=36k+28.  Hence, if 
n ~ 6k + 4 or m' v~ 36k + 28, then n', m' and k satisfy (iv)-(vi), and thus { 1, 3 . . . . .  2n' - 1 
contains k + 1 disjoint subsets D~ . . . . .  Dk and F with sum m' and m'/2 by the induction 
hypothesis. Consequently, {1,3 . . . . .  2n -  1~ contains k+ 1 disjoint subsets 
C1 wD1,...,  Ckk3D k and EwF with sum m and m/2. If n = 6k + 4 and m = 36k + 28, then 
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the following k + 1 disjoint subsets have sum m and m/2, respectively. 
A1={3, 4k+3,  4k+5,  8k+5,  8k+7,  12k+5),  
A2={5, 4k+l ,  4k+7,  8k+3,  8k+9,  12k+3}, 
z 
Ak_l={2k-1,  2k+7,  6k+ 1, 6k+9,  10k+3, 10k+9}, 
Ak={2k+3, 2k+5,  6k+3,  6k+5,  10k+5, 10k+7}, 
B={6k+7,  12k+7}, 
where Alw.. .uAkwB={1,3 . . . . .  2n -  1}\{1,2k+ 1}. 
Case 4. (b) with m < 4n. If m < 2n-  1 and m-- 0 (mod 4), then we can get the desired 
subsets a l  = {3 ,m-3}  . . . . .  Ak= {2k+ 1, m-Zk-  1}, B={1,  (m/Z)-  1} as 4k+8~<m. If 
m < 2n-1  and m = 2 (rood 4), then we can get the desired subsets A~ = { 1, m--1 } . . . . .  
Ak= {2k-1 ,m-2k+ 1}, B= {m/2} as 4k+2~<m. Hence we may assume that 2n<~m. 
Suppose that m-0(mod4) .  Let t=n-(m/4)>~ 1 and Ax ={m-2n+ 1, 2n -1}  . . . . .  
At = {m - 2n + 2t - 1, 2n - 2t + 1 }. Then n' = n - 2t, m and k' = k -  t satisfy (iv)-(vi) since 
n 'Z - (2k '+ 1)m/2 =n 2 - (2k+ l)m/2 and m=0(mod 4). Hence {1, 3 . . . . .  2n ' -  1} con- 
tains k '+ l  disjoint subsets At+l . . . . .  Ak and B with sum m and m/2. Therefore, 
{1,3 . . . . .  2n - l}  contains the desired k+l  disjoint subsets with sum m and m/2, 
respectively. 
Next suppose that m=2(mod4) .  Let t=n-(m+2)/4>~O and At={m-2n+l ,  
2n- l}  . . . . .  A,={m-2n+2t - l ,2n -2t+ l}  and B={2n-2t-1}={m/2}.  Then 
AI• ". ~At~B= {m--2n+ 1, ... ,2n--1}, and n '=n-2t -1 ,  m and k '=k- t  satisfy (i) 
and (ii) in the statement (a) by the fact that n '2 -  k'm = n 2 - (2k  + 1)m/2. If n '=  4k' and 
m = 16k' - 2, then m = 4n + 2, which contradicts the assumption of this case. Hence n', 
m and k' satisfy (iii). Therefore, { 1, 3, ..,, 2n ' -  1 } contains k' disjoint subsets with sum 
m by the introduction hypothesis. Consequently { 1,3 . . . . .  2n -  1 } contains the desired 
k + 1 disjoint subsets with sum m and m/2, respectively. 
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